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“Something for Everyone”
18th Century “CONDER” TOKENS-------17TH Century tokens—19th Century tokens
Medals, medalets, unusual historical items.
First, this list----As most of you know, I did not attend the festivities in the UK this year, my health would
not permit it. First time in 17 years I have missed the Congress and the sales----but as it turned out, there
were no October auctions, so I did not have to spend all my money!!
This list is a bit different than usual, putting it together on 2 November, way later than I usually do, and there
is not much time to do it if I intend to get it out before the Christmas season.
So, the usual order of the list will simply not be possible. I have picked up some tokens, a collection came
in, varying items, and a small group in from Canada. The list then will contain 18th C tokens, some great
medallic items, and possibly a surprise. In the 18th C tokens, There are a number of surprises here, you are
invited to have a look----some of them were pieces I had not seen in a good long time, a couple of them I had
never seen. Enjoy!!
AUCTIONS
First, the Baldwin of St. James auction --------- It turned out that I was unable to attend the October auction,
and in fact it had been put off until November, 2018. Now it seems to be forwarded again, to December 22,
2018. I must admit to having a couple problems with this, the first is that though the catalogue is on line, it
cannot be seen without downloading the PDF file, and in this case, though I have tried, it only succeeds in
freezing my computer after I get a small bit of it. This has happened twice, and so have gone to my source on
the sale and found out what was in it. I cannot bid on something I cannot see, so if you decide to bid, I shall
be no competition at all. Anyway, it is there, on their web site. You might have better luck than I have it is
the sale on 22 December. Tokens are not mentioned on the cover.
DNW is still on the ball, however. I found that DNW had picked up a really nice old collection, and had
moved their auction to December 4, a Tuesday. It is now on line, some fantastic pieces. See
www.DNW.co.uk for details. I would have to say that this collection contains more rarities than any other I
have seen in a good while, with 482 lots, something amazing every little while. If I could (but I cannot) I
would attend the sale. I shall sign in and sign on, I see competition to be stiff so if there is something there
for you, start saving now, this is an important sale.
As to this list----The first half contains a lot of nice 18th C tokens, some rare, some not, but an amazing
number are in exceptional condition, even for UNC material. Also, in that category, a few pages into the
sale, a nice run of the Kempson Birmingham building tokens, probably three-quarter of all in the sale with
full original luster. A fairly common series , this has most of the common types, however I have seldom seen
a collection where they are nearly all full luster UNC. Also, here and there in the sale you will find a
bronzed proof , to the number of four different, I think. Also one that came listed as a proof that I find no
cause to call it one, but it easily could be a prooflike early strike presentation piece.
This is followed by a listing of tokens for sale from, generally, EF to UNC at lower prices, still really nice
and I hope you find something to own. 99% of all the tokens on the list have never appeared on one of my
lists, they are all new material.
Thanks for looking, and thanks for your support. Bill
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18th CENTURY PROVINCIAL "CONDER" TOKENS---We shall start out with a couple of toughies---Neither is in Dalton and Hamer.
The first one is a 1799 pattern penny, bust George III//reverse is “Vigebit in Omne Aevum”
translated, “He will flourish for all time”. Lists in British Historical Medals as #465. Full luster bronzed
UNC, couple of very tiny marks on George’s cheek. Hard to even notice. I find this token a bit odd, or at
least the description of it---It is known as Westwood’s pattern penny for 1799---this is possible, it looks a bit
like a Westwood token, but another description of it in a catalogue says the bust is by Droz. Frankly, it does
not look like Droz’s work to me. But why Westwood would make a pattern for 1799 when he lost the bid to
make coinage for Britain in 1797, is beyond me. Well, at least it is a super example of a pattern piece,
probably Westwood, yours-- $435.
The second one is a private token by Upcott, a twopence piece with the date 1802, that somehow got missed
When Dalton and Hamer were listing all known tokens through 1804. It is the large piece with the
Eddystone lighthouse on the obverse, and the Spurn lighthouse on the reverse. The original was made to the
order of 36 struck, this is a later restrike using the same dies, reportedly also 36 struck. The restrike is thus
exactly the same, but has some marks on the Spurn lighthouse, made by the workman who cleaned up the
die, and the ship on the obverse is floating on air, not water, (they took out an imperfection and made another
one) and the reverse has two flat cuds at the rim that the original does not have. This is a bronzed UNC, one
tiny mark in the obverse field otherwise it is flaw free, no other marks or stains. Very pretty. I recently sold a
nice original for $1250---. They are generally, if the same quality, sold for over $1000 so this is a good buy.
Nice piece all the way around. And, yours, $975.
HAMPSHIRE---Emsworth
13
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Britannia Seated. . No marks, full Luster, this a very nice
token that is quite a bit better than what I usually see, full strike, UNC $145.
Petersfield
47
1793 A mounted Dragoon//A Stork. Full strike. Full luster---red tinges all devices,
not just UNC, but a few steps up from the usual. Very nice look, and sharp. UNC, $155.
Petersfield
48c
1793 Mounted Dragoon//Stork. Lists RARE. AEF $55.
Portsmouth 61
1797 Neptune, Admiral Jervis//”defeated the Spanish fleet” RARE, “pursued” is
miss-spelled on this version, and corrected on later ones. This token VF, just wear, $45.
Portsea
69
1794 Shield of arms, Arrow//Ship. Scarce, nice surfaces, GVF $55.
Southampton 86
1790 Sir Bevois//Arms, Brewery and Block manufactory. The reverse die is starting to
buckle, but it has super luster, and all is well struck. RARE, great looking piece, UNC $315.
MIDDLESEX Pennies
#227 & 239 are RARE.
Kempson
46
ND
Bank of England//Arms of London. 30% red, partially prooflike UNC, $195.
Kempson
50
ND
Chelsea Hospital//Arms of London. Prooflike, one tiny spot, UNC $175.
Political-Social 223 ND
Bust of Charles Fox//Resistless Speaker, &c. 80% RED, full luster unc, $250.
Pol-Social
227
1796 A Cabbage// A Star—“Purim”. Milled edge, super luster, bronzed UNC $450.
Pol Social D&W 4 1814 A Cabbage/// Wreath, date. Later offering by the same group said to be a
Jewish congregation, very large flan, Brass, light tick or two, but super. UNC, Luster, $225.
Pol-Social
239
ND
White Metal, Man swallowing the world//Hand, dropping coins to another
hand, to illustrate the poor. OK—full luster, no spots, stains, in other words a very nice original piece
with minor handling, but like new. UNC $950. A very good price for one in this condition. RARE.
MIDDLESEX halfpennies
Mail Coach 364
1797 Mail coach travelling//J Palmer &c. Dated!! Very scarce, nice one GVF $95.
Skidmore
542
ND
St. Bartholomew’s the Great //Peter Skidmore &c. Choice UNC, brown $145.
Skidmore
592
ND
St.George’s, Hanover Square//A dove. Bronzed UNC, super, choice $145.
Skidmore
595
ND
St Andrew, Holborn. //Built 1704, &c. Bronzed UNC, no problems, nice $145.
Skidmore
665
ND
St. Mary Magdalen’s// PSC cypher, &c. Reverse is all fading red. UNC $155.
Skidmore
668
ND
St. Marks, Rotherhithe//PSC cypher. Nice surfaces, bzd , weakness net EF$75.
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Slave-1037 ND
Chained kneeling male slave//Clasped Hands. Rev, two toned, EF $250.
Slave-1039a ND
Chained kneeling male slave//Clasped Hands. Nice surfaces, but VF $150.
NORFOLK
Norwich
20
1793 Stocking, glove &c/Britannia seated. These have the straight stocking, with the
toe facing right, and are quite elusive. This nice for the grade, AVF/Fine, yours $35.
Norwich
21
1794 Stocking, glove &c//Britannia seated. Stocking curved, toe to left, Ch EF $45
Norwich
25
ND
Hope standing//Ship. Small marks here and there, so net is EF $45.
Norwich
32
1793 Arms//Eagle, wings spread—Rub on the high points, EF $45.
Norwich
37
1792 Arms of Norwich//Man in loom. Super surfaces and color, no marks, stains, or
problems, full luster---very gemmy UNC---$155.
SUFFOLK
Hoxne Penny 6a
1795 Horseman leaning on his horse//Castle in garter. Most of these I have seen
have been flawed or worn, this 30% bright red, super look, no problems, a super UNC piece $225.
Hoxne Penny 6a
1795 Horseman leaning on his horse//Castle in garter. Bronzed Proof---a few of
these exist this way, and are often labeled such, brilliant luster on this piece, hand struck with no
collar as all are, a fairly rare item these days. UNC $450.
Ipswich penny 10
1795 Bust of Wolsey//Ancient “Wolsey” gate. 20% red, prooflike luster, and free of
the handling flaws that I have often seen. Very choice R&B UNC---$275—and worth it. .
Ipswich penny 10
1795. Bust of Wolsey//Ancient Gate. Bronzed, listed as a proof, there has been debate
as to the truth of that, might be a 1st strike presentation piece. Anyway, GEM PL UNC $450.
Ipswich penny 11a 1796 Bust of Wolsey//”Payable at Conder’s” &c. Thin flan as are all, usual diagonal
die crack across it, unusual though to find as a Full Luster UNC—RR, red in devices, super $425.
Ipswich penny 12
1797 Ancient Gateway///JMC cypher, (James M Conder)---RARE, Choice bronzed
UNC with nearly full original luster, superb, $350.
Sudbury 1/2d 38
1793. Arms of Sudbury/Pro Bono Publico. GVF, some luster, nice one $35.
WARWICKSHIRE
Kempson penny 6 1796 Caesar’s Tower//Kempson Cypher. Full luster, nice token UNC $185.
Wyon’s penny 25 1796 An Obelisk//Wyon cypher. Full obverse strike, luster, UNC $155.
Halfpennies
Birmingham 56
1793 Boy with tools//”A way to prevent knaves from making a trick”, full luster,
struck on a flan too large for the reverse die, a very sharp pretty piece RARE $155.
Birmingham 60c
ND
Mounted Dragoon//Arms, hedgehogs! USA “one cent” edge, RARE AU $110
Alston’s
63a
1796 View of workhouse//Beehive, &c. As mentioned in D&H, some had
“swooshes of Similor”, a gold colored material, drawn across the obverse. This has it, full luster
UNC $165.
Hallan’s
133
1795 Bust of Hallan//Bust of Garrick. Full strike, full luster, prooflike all the way,
this is the R&B flashy proof you were looking for, but it seems to be standard dies and flan, so all we
can say is that it might have been a presentation piece. Wonderful flash and color, $325.
Lutwyche’s 219
ND
A coining press//Moneta seated, cornucopia. 100% red, but being Lutwyche it
has die cracks, and minor weaknesses on the reverse lettering. Superb piece, though UNC $225.
NEARLY A COMPLETE RUN OF KEMPSON’S BIRMINGHAM BUILDING TOKENS.
NEARLY ALL ARE SUPERB, YOUR CHANCE TO FILL YOUR COLLECTION-----most better than usually found---These have a building on the obverse, and the reverse is noted in D&H as Kempson 1, 2, 3, or 4.
#!, P over space between F and B. #2, P over space between O and F. These two have no period after
Kempson. #3, Period after Kempson. #4, extra legend around the shield. #5, “Ottley”.
#148 Ashted Chapel// Reverse #4 . Full luster gemmy UNC $175.
#148a Ashted Chapel//Rev #1 Plain edge. No marks, nice luster UNC $155.
#150 St. Bartholomew’s Chapel. //#2. R&B, luster, obverse 40% red. Rev brown. UNC $125.
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WARWICKSHIRE, continued
Kempson’s Birminham Buildings
#153 St. John’s Chapel//#3. Full satiny luster, a bit subdued, nice UNC $155.
#154 St. Martin’s Church//#3 Minor spots on rev, but token is 100% red, and gemmy UNC. $225.
#156 St. Mary’s Chapel//#3 Full luster, small obverse mark, UNC $125.
#157a St. Mary’s Chapel//#4. Plain edge, full luster, another choice brown UNC $155.
#160 Old Meeting Destroyed//#3. Full luster. Nice token, UNC $155.
#160 Old Meeting Destroyed//#3, another. Super luster, red in the devices, UNC $175.
#162 Old Meeting Rebuilt//#3 Obv 50% red, Rev 100% red, Very choice UNC $175.
#164 New Meeting Burnt// #2. 100% RED, really pretty. Full luster over that, UNC $225
#172 St.Paul’s Chapel//$3 Part red, very nice no problem UNC $165.
#174 St. Phillip’s Church //#2. Bronzed, full luster, very Gemmy UNC $185.
#175 St. Phillip’s Church//#3 Brown, nice luster UNC $155.
#177 Barrack’s Erected//#2, Some luster, no marks, stains UNC $145.
#180 General Hospital//#2 70% RED, a bit of toning on the reverse, nice UNC $165.
#181 General Hospital//#3. 70% red, almost twin to the last piece UNC $165.
#181 General Hospital//#3, but in BRASS. RARE. NO pesting, very nice, UNC $225
#184a Library “Built 1796”//#4. Full luster, bronzed, plain edge. UNC $165
#188 Old Cross//#1. Minor deposits by rim, Luster, just $95. Fully UNC.
#191 Welch Cross// #1. Full luster, super UNC $155.
#194 Blue School Erected//#1 Luster. One tiny spot by rim at 10:00. UNC $125.
#195 Blue School Erected//#4. Part red, very nice, luster UNC $165.
#197a Blue Coat Charity School//#3. Luster, a very sharp piece UNC $145.
#197a Blue Coat Charity School //#3, another, this in RARE BRASS. Nice. UNC, $145.
#200 Free School//#3. Another with 100% RED, and full luster.UNC. Choice, $225.
#203 New Brass Works 1796//#3. Full luster, some red, UNC $155.
#205 New Brewery//#1 1792. Brown UNC Nice, one rim hit at 10:00, $110.
#206 New Brewery//#1. 1792 Brown, wear consistant with grade, GVF $65. RARE.
#208 Hotel Erected//#1 1772 Brown, full luster and nice UNC $155.
#210 View of Navigation Office// #1-- 1796. Obv. prooflike, rev tad luster, all brown UNC $125.
#212 Soho Manufactory//#1. Red in devices on obv, rev 70% red, rest toned, UNC $125.
#216 Birmingham Theatre// #3. R&B, partially prooflike UNC , Choice, $155.
#218 George III//#3. Minor obverse rub, nice looking AU--$110.
This group by far better than any other group of them I have had for sale. More variety, and better
quality. If you need any of these, you will not go wrong in choosing them.
A GROUP OF AMAZING UNC Wilkinson tokens--WILKINSON #339 Bust Wilkinson/Ship. OK not unc, but far nicer than usually found, Near EF $135.
WILKINSON #426. Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at forge. Super full original luster, Ch UNC $165.
WILKINSON #441 Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at forge. Full original luster, superb $165.
WILKINSON #447a` Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at forge. Bronzed!! Prooflike!! Gemmy blazer, UNC $225
WILKINSON #451b. Bust Wilkinson//Vulcan at Forge. Edge, Brighton Camp Halfpenny. Full luster,
bronzed SUPER prooflike UNC, nearly as nice as the above piece ------but a good deal less-- $175.
FIVE TOKENS JUST RECEIVED, FOR YOUR INSPECTION--Worcester, Dudley---#4. Penny token, Ruins of Dudley Priory//ED Cypher. 1797. RARE, trace red, a
choice original token with full luster. UNC $450.
Yorkshire, Leeds ½ d, #41. Bishop Blaze//Cloth Hall. 1793.Obv fading red, rev red in devices, UNC $175.
Lanarkshire Glasgow #2. 1791. River God//Arms of Glasgow. Bronzed Proof, Brilliant fields, UNC $300.
Ireland, Cork #6. Fame Flying//Wheat Sheaf. 1794. A flip over strike, leaving a large lip on the obverse and
a spread on the rim on the reverse, both sides fully struck up, Red in devices, pretty piece –Unc $250.
Ireland, Wicklow #18 Proof. 1789. Bishop Blaze//Miners arms. Bronzed proof mirror luster, UNC $350.
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A nice run of tokens, in Dalton and Hamer order, most are EF to UNC, some are in the hard to find
area, all are pleasing and priced right.
Tokens from England and Wales.
BUCKS AYLESBURY #3, 1796—Justice Seated//Arms. EF, nice look, just tad wear Scarce. $65.
CHESHIRE Macclesfield 11. 1789. Beehive//Woman, mining tools. GVF $55.
DEVONSHIRE Plymouth 7. 1796
Woman, spinning wheel.//Man in loom. Dark flan GVF $28.
HANTS—Emsworth 30a.
1795 Earl Howe//Ship sailing. Super surfaces, AU and nice $75.
KENT -Brookland 5.
1797. Early die state, no break at date, but a ch. VF, $40. Looks EF or so.
LANCASHIRE Lancaster 46a 1794 John of Gaunt//arms. Super EF, nice color, and RARE, $45.
Manchester 132
1793 Bale mark, Hudson Bay Co//Arms. Nice AU $45.
Manchester 135a
1793 Porter Carrying pack//Arms. AU, $45.
MIDDLESEX 305
1795 Foundling Fields—A Lamb//Cypher. Early strike, EF+ $55.
325
1794 Hendon. A Church//Bust David Garrick. AU, super surfaces $65.
362h ND Lyceum. RR, Man on galloping horse//man standing on head, VF+ $45.
393
1794 Newgate—Newgate Prison//Names of prisoners. Sharp UNC $110.
842b ND
Spence token---A Pig trampling the crown//3 Thomas’s. AEF, $55.
911b 1795 Bust Whitfield//Cypher. Sharp strike, nice AU $75.
948
1788 Bust Wm III//Glorious Revolution. Gilt copper, AU $75.
963b 1795 Bust Prince of Wales//His crest. Luster, super UNC $125.
967
1794 Bust Prince of Wales//His crest. Scarce, nice AU $75.
967e 1794 As the last one, but RRR, edge London, Cork, Derry. AU, $145.
969
1789 Bust Prince of Wales//Crown, scepter. BRASS, Ch VF $45.
976a 1795 Prince and Princess of Wales//His crest. Full luster, RARE gemmy UNC that
has much red, superb look, no rub, and RRR, $225.
1016e 1794 A Map of France//May Great Britain, &c. milled edge, luster, UNC $125.
1163
1794 Social farthing---Bust Isaac Newton//Britannia seated. Nice EF, $35.
NORTHAMPTON
#1
1794 Bust Jobson//Arms of Northampton. Rev a bit weak, but UNC $75.
SHROPSHIRE
10
1789 Ironbridge, Coalbrook Dale//Inclined plane at Ketley. AU, super $110.
22
1793 Shrewsbury. A Woolpack//Arms, three leopards. Well struck, AU+ $110
SOMERSETSHIRE
104
1797 Crewkerne—Man in loom//Sparks and Gidley. Scarce . GVF, better, $125.
111
1794 Tea Box, Lambe and Sons//E. India House. Farthing. Luster, UNC $110.
STAFFORDSHIRE
10
1793 Bale of goods, Caduceus //Clasped Hands. AU $75.
SUSSEX
21
1796 Fisher’s Library//Prosperity, &c. Choice AU, $85. A bit hard to find ---WORCESTERSHIRE
34
1788 Visit of George III//Shield of Arms. Worcester. Silvered, AU $65.
YORKSHIRE 63
1795 York Cathedral//Clifford’s Tower. Well struck, fading red, gemmy UNC $145.
ANGLESESY
58
1787 Penny. A Druid//Cypher. Very sharp AU+ $95.
106
1788 Penny. A Druid//Cypher. RRR, Fine, dent on the reverse, $55.
121
1788 Penny A Druid//Cypher. RRR. VF, very nice for grade, $75.
241
1788 Penny A Druid//Cypher. No marks, problems, nice look EF $65.
369
1788 ½ d
A Druid//Cypher. Scarce, VF+ and a nice one. $35.
369
1788` Another of the last, this one AU, sharp, $85.
NORTH WALES 1b, Druid/Cypher 1793. AU++ $75. A #11, Druid//Harp, nice UNC $95.
SWANSEA 4. A Castle//A Key. `1793 VF+ $28. Glamorgan 5, Bust to left//Britannia. 1795. GVF $28
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RUN OF TOKENS, ALL VERY DECENT, MOST FROM SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE---#1. A Griffin//Gatehouse building. F-VF as these usually are, $25.
SCOTLAND----ANGUSSHIRE
9
1801. Brechin Church//East Mill. GVF, $75. Hard to find these---LANARKSHIRE
7a
Arms of Glasgow//Bust John Howard. EF, rev strike weak on letters $45.
PERTH
2
Fisherman, nets, boat (Fine)/Tay Bridge, AEF. Net GVF, $55.
8
Rope, Flax//arms of Perth. 1797 Net AEF $45.
INVERNESS
3
Cornucopia//Rose and Thistle. 1795. EF, very little rub, $45.
Lanarkshire Farthing 24
Cubie and Patterson, //Glasgow Farthing. GVF, $35.
Lothian Farthings
91
India House Teas, //John Hunter. Cowgate. VF $35.
121
Sqougall & Drysdale, Tea dealers. Edinburgh. GVF $45.
147
Leith, David Grieve, Kirkgate//Teas, wines, &C. Scratches, but EF $35
IRELAND----CORK
14
1794 Fame flying//A Wheat Sheaf. EF/GEF, nice $45.
DROGHEDA
5
1792 Hibernia, Harp//May Ireland ever Flourish. RR, this not on a wonderful
flan, a bit weak obverse, letter weakness reverse, but probably EF, this is quite hard to find this sharp. . $125.
DUBLIN
7
1795 Hope standing, anchor//Ship. Have to say this is nice EF $75.
14
ND Harp on the rocks, ship//3 castles. UNC, quite choice for one of these $145.
134
1792 Camac &c,//Cypher. Hibernian Mines. AEF, reverse really sharp, $45
161
1792 Camac, &c//Cypher. Hibernian Mines. Sharp EF, nice surfaces $45
228
1792 Hibernia seated//Bust of Shakespear. About as struck, nice one $55.
267
1794 Woman, harp, spirit still//Cypher. Nice EF $65.
307
1795 Bust Cornwell//Date. Broken die, but this one is UNC, $145,
339
1794 Justice Standing//L&R Co. &c, Ch GVF, RARE, $45.
348
1802 A Building, Pantheon &c. GVF $35
350
1802 A Building, Pantheon &c. EF or better $55.
352c 1795 Female, anchor, cornucopia//Register Stove. Full luster, super UNC $145.
WEXFORD 1
1800 Castle by the sea//Shield on a tree. Fine to VF, $28.
3
1800 Castle by the sea//Shield, tree &c. GVF $45.
4
1800` Castle by the sea//Shield, tree &c. Fine $28.
WICKLOW 13
1789 Cronebane. Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. GEF, super $45
43c
1789 Cronebane. Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms. RARE. GVF $45.
63
1794 Cronebane---Bishop Blaze//Justice Standing (Suffolk). GVF-VF / $28,
The Fun Stuff-----Medals, paper pieces, whatever I have handy---this list will contain only 10 pages,
the last printed one Page 9, missing is the smaller denomination tokens and 19th Century material,
hopefully back to that next list in February.
Drake’s Voyage----AND Mercator’s mapping of it. Drake’s voyage, circumnavigation of the globe, 15771580, was drawn on a famous map by mapmaker Michael Mercator in 1659. . His map, drawn on a circular
flan, with Europe and Asia on one circle, and the New World on the other circle, with the proper lines for
longitude and latitude, and lines indicating Drake’s route around the globe, was something that excited the
population of the world.
Some years after Drake’s Voyage, Mercator’s map was reproduced on a silver medallic flan, with each side
now having a dotted line depicting Drake’s route. This medal was reproduced in 1977, by the National
Maritime Museum, and is here offered for sale. New, in the original box, with a certificate of authenticity.
On the inside lid of the box, “ The Drake Silver Medal Map, Michael Mercator, 1589” . This map changed
the world as people saw it, and it is a fine memento of an important event. This is medal 1063.
A “limited production”, this medal is fairly hard to find. UNC, as new, $325.
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Queen Victoria---visit to Epping Forest, a 76mm copper medal by Wiener. Obverse, Bust Queen
Victoria, Reverse, the King and Queen by the forest path leading through the forest, a very pleasing scene,
on a quite sought medal. Epping forest, May, 1882. EF, no wear but a few small tics in the fields, which
seem to be on the obverse only.The great forest scene either does not have them or hides them well. Wiener
is well noted as a fine medalist, his depiction of English Cathedrals is well known and sought, and he also
did a few of the London series of medals. I believe this medal was one of around 400 struck. EF, $395.
Death of George III----a copper medal, 48mm, by Kuchler, Soho Mint, 1820. Bust George
III//Information on his birth and death. Probably the best known of the death medals for this Monarch, who
was in the 60th year of his reign. The medal is as new, in the original box of issue, though it does have a
couple of very tiny rim marks on the obverse side. Excellent buy at $350.
Death of George III---a copper medal, 40mm, Bust of George III//Britannia weeping at the memorial
obelisk. The medal is signed, “T & J, B. I .M,” but am ignorant of who that is. Well made, with original
luster, not in a box, but will have to say it is about as new. $125.
H. R,H. Prince Arthur----The 3rd Son of Queen Victoria---became a Liveryman in 1775, this 55mm
bronze medal, awarded as follows” Presented to H.R.H. Prince Arthur KG, KT, KP, GCB, BSCI, GCMG,
BDIE, OGVO, GBE, VD, TD, ADC, PC. Upon his being admitted as a Liveryman of the Haberdasher’s
Company, 2 July, 1875. Aldm D. H. Stone, Master. As can be seen by all the letters after his name, it was not
the first honor he had been awarded. As a member of the Royal Family, he also served as the Governor
General of Canada between 1911-1916. The medal features the above information, the reverse has the
arms of the Haberdashers Company, that side of the medal 50% red and really nice, the rest brown. UNC
$225.
BATTLE OF WATERLOO----two uniface medals, 133mm each, silver, by Pistrucci---silver electrotypes,
made for the Waterloo committee in 1975. The pair, an obverse and a reverse, of the proposed medal that
was not made at the time as it was too large to strike. Original hand made electrotypes are known as well, the
“originals” bringing around $1600 when sold. I have owned, and sold, 2 of those. This later example has
the pair in better than EF, set in a board with a frame, and with the original copper plate with the notation
that this was part of a small run, being number 246. If you have always wanted one of these, here it is, $495
in all, plus the shipping, of course.
Re-capture of Prague----1744. Listed as Eimer 592bis this medal is made with a suspension ring. It is
copper, and39mm. The 43mm original version of this medal was made by John Kirk, London medalist and
engraver. This is a smaller version, made to be sold to the public Obverse, equestrian figure on a horse
galloping to the right, a cape fluttering out from behind the rider//Reverse, cavalry approaching a fortified
city. Unsigned, as many of these cruder pieces were, but struck around the same time. It is GVF to EF,
quite nice and a good buy, $55.
Toy Coin Box-----(with 14 different toy coins in it)---The toy coins are as new, copper and metal
simulating silver, this box actually with the 5 original pieces, and 9 “spares”, a nice collection. The box is
listed in Rogers as being the Matchbox Type, Rogers 4200, the box is gilt, with a copy of a British 5 pound
note in the lid, Serial # 31145, signed by May--- (1889), the bottom of the box shows a horse with rider
jumping over a fence. The lip at the front of the box says L. CHR. Lauer, Nurnburg. The right edge of the
box is stamped Nurnburger Speilunzen. The left edge is stamped Jhancke’s Patent Geschuetzt. The box is
gilt on Iron, 46mm X 33mm X13mm. The box is listed by Rogers as being RRR. Exterior gilding of the
box very nice on bottom and sides, lid shows some gilding missing, but still most is there. One would
classify this as GVF to EF, the tokens better, about new. Oddly, there is a note in the box stating that I sold
one nearly like it in 2010 for $260. Well, I suppose that is true. This one can be purchased for $175.
Faulkland Islands---A holding of the British Crown from 1833, the Faulkland Islands had little importance
to the British, until WWII, when it was looked at as possibly being a base for operations during the war. This
medal is a 100th Anniversary medal, of the British holding of the islands, thus made in 1933. The bust is that
of King George V. the reverse has the arms f the Falklands, a ship, and a harbor seal. It is as new, and is in
the original box, leather covered, the interior in soft material. The cover latches. 36mm Bronze. $125.
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Wooden plaque---5 and ¼ ’’ by 5 and ¼ ‘’---a hanger for suspension---in the center a 65mm bronze
medal, featuring the bust of Charles Lindburgh, New York to Paris flight ----the reverse of the medal
contains a map showing his line of flight in 1927, when he was the first person to fly a plane solo across the
Atlantic Ocean. A very nice presentation piece, this one of the larger items produced in 1927 to honor him.
The medal is as new, the wood placque with a few minor tics and scratches, nearly all on the obverse, thus
the placque is EF, the medal as made. $135.
Jerusalem----a modern medal, 82mm, in bronze. A view of the city//reverse, a view of buildings from the
Mount. A very ambitious engraving, quite nice, just $45.
1976 Olympic Games, Los Angeles, California. A 56mm bronze medal, naked male runner on the obverse,
Olympic rings above, reverse blank. With suspension ring, and a long chain, to be worn around the neck.
The medal is gilt, and is like new. Interesting souvenir. $55.
The United British Society----A two piece bronze badge, top section a crown with jewels, and a bar with
the pin and two jewels, the drop down a bird with wings, and arms of the society. Including drop down
chains, this is 70mm high, near 40mm across at the widest and highest points. 1907 Wear it proudly $ 35,
Budapest Airport--- opened in 1937, this item is a rare piece indeed, Bronze, uniface, the obverse with the
new airport building seen at an angle below a airplane that is taking off, and here is where the dramatic look
comes in---a three motored plane taking off, and the left wing of the plane is off the flan by around 10mm,
making it decidedly three dimensional. In the original flip packing and descriptive paper. UNC $225.
Gifford’s Balloon----1878, The balloon, tethered to the ground with a rope, was used to take patrons for a
ride, but not to just fly away. If you took a ride in the balloon, you could get this medal, with a view of the
balloon over Paris as it looked in 1878, the reverse of the medal “ Souvenir of ascension in the grand captive
balloon, 21 Aout 1878. The medal is gilt, 50mm. and close to new. It has a loop at the top, with a red, white
and blue hanger that is a bit frayed from just laying about. I have handled a good number of these, finding
one in like new condition is not normal. Superb view of Paris. Few of these are choice new. $145.
British Constitutional Medal (1795----Satirical, with a strong message----49mm, WM, around 70% bright,
no pesting, excellent condition and eye appeal. The obverse, with a headless French aristocrat, and a group
of heads in a circle around him, the legend reading “A philosophical cure for all evils—Licentious liberty is
destruction” , and inside the circle of heads, “abhor evil, cleave to that that is good”—The Headless French
aristocrat’s head is on the ground beside him, and next to him stands a small imp, or devil. ///the reverse of
the piece has a domestic scene , British in origin, the man is holding a tankard, the wife is sitting at a
spinning wheel, two children are next to the parents, and all seems well. Above, a crown, and the legend
“God Save the King’. Around the rim, the legend “The Land we Live In, and may those who don’t like it,
leave it”. Wonderful sentiment of the day, the medal excellent, EF, far better than usually found. $445.
Acheminid, Persia---circa 500 BC. A Gold dress ornament, circles within a scalloped pattern, around
19mm across the circular piece. It is gold, but fairly light, Very Rare and yours for $75.
Goetz Medal----On the obverse, Adolph Hitler and Paul Von Hindenburg stand, shaking hands. The
reverse, with a building, and an eagle flying with a swastika in his talons---Legend, “The Day of Potsdam”.
21 March, 1933. Commemorating the day that the Nazi party came into power in Germany. This is a rare
medal, in excellent condition, no wear---choice UNC, great color, $525.
A scale, with weights, by Henry Meymott, London This scale as found, with a selection of coin weights,
balance beam, and two pans with the string ties, in a bit dirty but fine condition. The scale and weights are
in a wooden box, all original, (some weights may not be original) with a paper attached to the inside of the
lid, promoting Henry Meymott, maker of scales and weights, with a list on the right side for the standard
value of gold coins by weight, and the value by maker and country. The lid has two hearts engraved on it,
other than that it is plain. The box is in very fine condition, not broken anywhere, couple small stains, all
hinges good and working. There is a Meymott Token as well, (not included), a number of them in fact, see
Dalton and Hamer, page 269 and 270, they are listed from Middlesex 375 through 388. Maymotts was
located in London, corner of Wormwood Street, Bishopsgate. Complete inside though obviously used, with
the original very nice box, and the paper insert on the lid, not easy to find. Yours for $395. Early, but
undated.
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Canada---A die trial for a Canadian halfpenny of the 1850’s.—No legends, either side, obverse with St.
George slaying the dragon//Reverse with crown, over a scepter, sword, and anchor, two cornucopias crossed
below, following the design of the actual piece. No bank named, but these were made for banks to put out to
the public. On a penny size flan, well centered, leaving a large area to the rim from the design. Probably a
mint worker’s pocket piece, it is about GVF, a very nice souvenir of the times. $175.
Canada---a 31mm bronze medal----John Bull and “Canada” (Man with broad hat with a maple leaf)
walk side by side, bull dog on a leash walking as well---Legend, “No Parting of the Ways””---the Reverse,
“Mail and Empire”, and around, “Canada not an adjunct”. September 21st, 1912. Unusual medal, and the
only one like it I have ever seen. Suspension loop. Medal about as made, EF, very RARE $165.
Canada----WWI Volunteers, 1914-1915. A medal, hanger and crown above, pair of swords through
wreath, large points at east, west and south, the crown is at the north quadrant, // Reverse, stamped 229,
trooper
G. F. Beardsley, and below that R. Can: Dns:--(Royal Canadians). Unique as issued, Rare item, $65.
Canada---Award Medal, This 35mm bronze medal, an octagon, is also enamled in red, black and white on
the obverse---and features a small bird//the Reverse “From the Government of Canada”. This was an award
medal, given to Eskimos, who helped the museum in Toronto pick up wildlife and wildflower examples from
the far frozen north, as appreciation for their help in establishing the country’s natural museum. It is holed
for suspension, and has a bit of the red enamel missing, but a small amount compared to the amount of it that
is still on the medal. Given out by the Canadian Wildlife Service to “Esquimoux”—1928 -38. GVF, $145.
Old ticket inside the holder that tells the story. I was fascinated, and I can find no other who has seen one.
Prussia---7 years war----1757, bits of red otherwise brown, Bronze, 48mm, the large size for this piece.
Freidrich II (Freidrich the Great) on horseback, sword extended---in front of town of Lissa.///Reverse, battle
of Rosenbach, Nov 5 1757. This medal GVF, shows wear in the centers but none at the rims, hard to find this
medal in other than smaller size, this one unholed. No problems other than wear, $165.
Kingston, Jamaica--- a copper token or medal, Obverse: A small coach with driver and two horses heading
to the right, below “ Ferry Grass”. ///Reverse: “Kingston” above, postulant holding reins of a horse, below,
“Jamaica”. These piece seem always to show up with a good deal of wear. Fine in devices, GF the rest. $75.
Utah Territory----Tokens are very hard to find from this territory, here is a Utah Territorial piece in heavy
cardboard,round 39mm, red in color, issued by L. T. Alvord, View, Utah. It is called a “commercial
Coin”—
The reverse says good for 5 cents in merchandise, and is signed by Alvord!! Listed in a catalogue as valued
at $150-$200, and considered very rare, it is here, in EF condition, and yours at $150.
WWI Casualty Medal. For Germany, France, England, and USA---21mm bronze medal, with hanger for
ribbon, “ Lest we forget” “Apr 6, 1917—Nov 11, 1918”, facing the viewer is a WWI Doughboy looking
straight ahead. Reverse: “The Price” 268,204 Casualties”. The price of war. EF, $75----RARE item
England---The Crystal Palace. WM, 39mm, book says RR but I think not, View of the Crystal Palace,
1851, the reverse, in 16 lines, describes it’s build, and cost. Mostly bright, no problems, nice $55.
LONDON Bridge opening, 1831. Brass, 28mm. View of Bridge//information on it’s build, 1824-1931.
Mostlyl bright, all original color with no problems, EF $30.
Zepplin Pin---Century of Progress fair, 1933. This is a very rare pin, sold at the site of the zeppelin visit
to the fair in 1931, and the airship was only there for a day!! The pin, across the top, “ Weltausstellung”,
through the center, which is the Zepplin airship, “Zeppelin Tag, Chicago” (Zepplin day, Chicago), 1933, the
date is below the airship. About 22 x 31mm, this pin extremely rare. EF, like new, $186.
Admiral Vernon medal---- Vernon, Ogle, and Wentworth standing//ships in Harbor, (capture of
Cartagena). Some porosity, the flan is pebbly, but not heavily so, the piece easily AU, and very nice, GVF
net grade for quality. This is a type I have seen very few of, with the three capturers of Cartagena all on one
medal. $210.
Metal Stamp safe, pocket size to carry stamps---This one a “LION” design, $85.
Metal Stamp Safe, pocket size to carry stamps –this one shaped like a mailbox, pretty neat $85.

Brabant, Patigonia. Essentially modern Belgium and vicinity in the lowlands---This is a large silver coin,
round, 43mm, with typical flaws, but still quite nice, dated 1636 (yes, it is), featuring a crown over scepters
and the date, //reverse, Arms of Spain, crown above. Nice early Crown coin for $195. Thanks for looking--TERMS OF SALE
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt
for any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. No discounts
will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
Your satisfaction is far more important than a sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. I no longer take Pay Pal.
As most items are one of a kind, alternate selections are appreciated. Shipping prices:
Shipping charges-$7 minimum, to $200. Not signed for, to $500, $15. Signed for, to $500 $18. Over $500
will be sent Registered, $18 plus the insurance balance, most will be $25 and up.
Foreign orders all registered, now $30 & up. Books, please ask, by weight and volume it will vary.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 9 AM to 10 PM Pacific time only.
By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

